Leavelet Kinematics of Mechanical and Bioprosthetic Aortic Valve Prostheses
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The hemodynamic performance of artificial aortic valves (AVs) and the probability for structural valve deterioration can be linked to the valve kinematics. Comparability among different studies is limited because of variations in the experimental setups and physiologic boundary conditions. This study presents results of kinematic measurements of bioprosthetic and mechanical AVs that were tested in an identical experimental setting such that they can be directly compared with each other. The kinematics of AVs is typically presented in the form of the geometric orifice area and its temporal evolution. These parameters cannot capture asynchronous leaflet motion and out-of-plane leaflet velocity. In this work, each leaflet was tracked individually for a more detailed understanding of the leaflet kinematics, asynchronous leaflet motion, and leaflet tip velocities. A bioprosthetic valve, Edwards INTUITY (EINT), and two mechanical valves, Medtronic ADVANTAGE (MADV) and a Lapeyre-Triflo FURTIVA (TFUR), were tested in a compliant model of the aortic root in a physiologic flow loop. TFUR and MADV opened alike with maximum leaflet tip velocities of 0.77 and 0.66 m/s, respectively. The opening of EINT showed significantly higher local in-plane leaflet velocities of more than 2 m/s. EINT and TFUR exhibited similar early and slow closure. MADV closed significantly later with increased velocity. TFUR had a median maximum leaflet tip velocity of 0.39 m/s during valve closure and that of MADV was 0.83 m/s, whereas EINT exhibited a median maximum local in-plane leaflet velocity of 0.37 m/s. EINT experienced leaflet fluttering during systole with a flapping frequency of 36 Hz. ASAIO Journal 2017; XX:00–00.
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Cavitation, excessive structural load on the leaflets, and an increased closing volume together with a high-velocity regurgitant jet can be linked to unphysiological kinematics of prosthetic aortic valves (AVs).1-7 This affects their durability with premature leaflet wear or even mechanical failure and the hemodynamic performance because of increased shear stress, valvular insufficiency, regurgitation, and increased flow resistance.8,9 Comparability between different studies and different heart valves is limited because of variations in the experimental setups that affect the kinematics of the valves. In this work, a study on the leaflet kinematics of three different types of AV prostheses is presented. A bioprosthetic valve, Edwards INTUITY (EINT), a mechanical bileaflet valve, Medtronic ADVANTAGE (MADV), and a novel trileaflet mechanical valve, Lapeyre-Triflo FURTIVA (TFUR), were tested. They were inserted into an identical in vitro setup featuring a compliant model of the aortic root and were tested under the same physiologic flow conditions, allowing for a direct comparison of the results. TFUR differs from traditional mechanical AV designs because of its novel hinge mechanism and its trileaflet design, with leaflets made from polyether ether ketone, while traditional mechanical AVs, for example, MADV, feature a bileaflet design with pyrolytic carbon leaflets.10 The TFUR design aims at reduced thrombogenicity (not requiring anticoagulation therapy) while maintaining the high durability of mechanical valves.10-15

The geometric orifice area (GOA) and its evolution over a pulse cycle is a frequently used metric for studying the kinematics of heart valves.13-14 Although being valuable for a global analysis of the valve kinematics, this parameter has some limitations that are often overlooked: GOA is unable to capture asynchronous leaflet motion and does not provide any information on the out-of-plane velocity component of the leaflet motion. In this study, in addition to GOA, the kinematics of each individual leaflet of the AVs were measured to gain a better understanding of the detailed kinematics of AV prostheses.

To the authors’ best knowledge, this is the first study where the kinematics of the TFUR valve are directly compared with the kinematics of typical mechanical and bioprosthetic AV prostheses.

Materials and Methods

Experimental Setup

The aim of the experimental setup was to provide a modular platform to test the different valves, mechanical and bioprosthetic, in an identical experimental setting. Multiple independent measurements were recorded for each AV, and quantitative values are presented by the median values and the corresponding interquartile range.
Flow Loop

A mock loop was used to replicate physiologic flow and pressure profiles in the aortic root (a detailed description can be found in Jahren et al.21). The AVs were inserted into a compliant model of the aortic root in their recommended position and orientation. The compliance of the aortic root is believed to have an influence on the kinematics of the heart valve.22,23 Here, the compliance was 0.13 %/mm Hg, which corresponds to a human aortic root at 60 to 80 years of age.21 The desired compliance was achieved by repeatedly adding thin layers of liquid silicone onto a three-dimensional (3D) printed model of the aortic root until the desired stiffness was reached. The root morphology was adapted from Swanson et al.24 (Figure 1). A mixture of glycerol and water (40/60) %wt served as blood analog matching the kinematic viscosity of 3.5 cSt. All experiments were carried out for the following standard physiologic flow and pressure conditions (as suggested in the ISO 5840) resembling a human at rest: HR = 72 bpm, CO = 5 L/min, $p_{sys}/p_{dias} = 120/80$ mm Hg. The flow loop was driven with a piston pump designed for hemodynamic testing (Superpump, Vivitro Systems, Victoria, BC, Canada) with its physiologic flow profile setting and a ratio of systole to diastole of 1/2. Figure 2 shows the profile plotted in function of dimensionless time $\tau = t / T_{cycle}$.

Optical Setup

The design of the test section allowed for axial optical access to the AV. The scene was recorded with a high-speed camera (FASTCAM ultima 512, Photron USA Inc., San Diego, CA) at a frame rate of 2000 FPS and a resolution of 512 × 512 pixel. The camera was equipped with a macro lens (Micro Nikkor 60mm f2.8, Nikon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) to provide sufficient magnification. A continuous LED light source (LED Daylight, Power Systems GmbH & Co. KG, Ilfeld-Auenstein, Germany) was used for illumination of the valve.

Image Processing

The analysis of the raw images required significant image preprocessing to obtain accurate measurements of the individual leaflet kinematics.

Image Stabilization

The heart valve could move laterally within the image frame because of the compliant nature of the valve fixation in the aortic root model. This movement had to be compensated to accurately track the valve leaflets and their kinematics. A cross-correlation–based image stabilization algorithm was applied to detect the valve movement between subsequent frames.25 Sub-windows (60 × 60 pixels) with distinct features (e.g., stent ring) were used to correlate subsequent images. These sub-windows had to be large enough to contain unique information that could be easily identified in each frame with the best window size and location depending of the specific features of the image. The chosen window size gave good results for all tested valves. The peak in the resulting correlation map yields the relative shift.
between the frames, which was used to stabilize the sequence (Figure 3). This feature-matching approach allowed to compute the relative valve movement with sub-pixel accuracy.

**Perspective Transformation**

The subsequent processing steps required a camera view that is well aligned with the valve axis. Careful camera positioning reduced optical skewing of the valve geometry because of camera misalignment. A perspective transformation of the image was applied to eliminate residual skewing of the raw image. This was done by identifying in each frame a set of geometrical features for which the geometric relation is known. This allowed to calculate the transformation matrix, which maps the original image to its correct perspective transformation. Figure 4 shows an example of a raw distorted image (Figure 4A) and the perspective transformation of that image (Figure 4B). An overlay of these two images on different color channels of a composite RGB image illustrates the effect of perspective transformation (Figure 4C). The raw image in Figure 4 was captured deliberately with a poor camera alignment for better illustration. The images used for the quantitative assessment of the AV kinematics were recorded with an optimized camera alignment, leading to greatly reduced distortion.

**Relative Geometric Orifice Area**

Image thresholding was used to determine the GOA, which was normalized by the valve’s maximum orifice area to yield the relative GOA (rGOA). This metric gives a first, global indication of the opening and closing kinematics of the valve. GOA can be used to determine average opening and closing speeds of the leaflets.
AV but cannot be used to study individual leaflet kinematics. If, for example, one leaflet opens slightly and another leaflet closes by the same amount (a situation often encountered during early valve closure), no net change in GOA can be observed.

**Leaflet Tracking**

By tracking the leaflets individually, asynchronous leaflet motion could be captured. The algorithm identified the contours of the leaflets based on the edge map of the image. This yielded the distances $d_i(t)$ of each leaflet tip to the valve center as a function of time. The distances were then translated from pixel units to physical lengths using image reference length scales (e.g., stent ring diameter).

**Leaflet Velocity Calculation**

For the mechanical valves, a simple mathematical model of the leaflet kinematics was developed based on the valve geometry and the location of the pivoting points. This allowed derivation of the leaflet opening angles $\phi_i(t)$ from the two-dimensional projections of the leaflet motion $d_i(t)$ as captured by the camera

$$\phi_i(t) = \cos^{-1}\left(\cos(\phi_i) - d_i(t)/l\right) \quad i = 1, 2, 3,$$

where $i$ is the leaflet numbering and $L$ is the distance between the rotational axis and the leaflet tip. From these angles, all velocity components for each leaflet could be retrieved. The velocity magnitude is highest at the tip of the leaflets. It is given by

$$V_{tip,i}(t) = \frac{d\phi_i(t)}{dt} \quad i = 1, 2, 3.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

This analysis is not possible with classical GOA calculation, which only measures the in-plane movement and, thus, underestimates the leaflet velocity.

The approach is not directly applicable to bioprosthetic valves because of their more complex kinematics and the lack of clearly defined pivoting points.

Therefore, a slightly different approach was used to obtain the kinematics of each individual leaflet of the bioprosthetic valve. The free edges of the leaflets were identified, and spline curves were fitted to create equidistant markers on each leaflet. These were then tracked over subsequent frames to yield the local in-plane velocity of the leaflets. However, this method does not capture the out-of-plane velocity component. The analysis was, thus, restricted to the in-plane velocity component, which is the dominant velocity component (because of the limited axial motion of the edges).

**Results**

**Opening and Closing Characteristics**

Figures 5 and 6 show snapshots during valve opening (Figure 5) and valve closure (Figure 6) to provide a first insight into the opening and closing characteristics of the three tested valves.

The opening phase was very similar for all three AVs starting at $t = 30$ ms and ending at $t = 50$ ms. There were significant differences in the closing kinematics with respect to the onset and the duration of the closing phase. EINT and TFUR started closing at $t = 270$ ms, and the valve closure was completed at $t = 330$ ms with EINT taking just a few milliseconds longer. At this point in time, MADV was still fully open. It started closing only at $t = 330$ ms and was fully closed at $t = 360$ ms. Late closure of AVs may be problematic as it can lead to an increased closing volume and the generation of a high-speed regurgitant jet during valve closure.

**Relative Geometric Oriﬁce Area**

The $r$GOAs as function of the dimensionless time are shown in Figure 7 for a representative pulse cycle (statistical results are given in Table 1, Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/ASAIO/A183). The data confirms the basic observations from Figures 5 and 6.

At $\tau = 0.1$, shortly after initial opening, TFUR showed a small reduction in $r$GOA of approximately 7%, which then remained constant until the onset of valve closure at $\tau = 0.26$. EINT showed fluttering during the fully open phase ($\tau = 0.04–0.24$), whereas the two mechanical valves showed no such effect.

Rapid valve closure is the most critical phase during the closing process, and this period is typically referred to as rapid valve closing time ($RVCT$). $RVCT$ was obtained by measuring the time between the onset of rapid valve movement and full valve closure and dividing by the duration of the heart cycle. Periods of rapid valve closure of the three valves are indicated by capital letters A, B, and C in Figure 7. For EINT, it started at $\tau = 0.3$ and ended at $\tau = 0.39$. For TFUR, it started at $\tau = 0.32$ and was completed at $\tau = 0.39$. Valve closure of MADV did not start until $\tau = 0.39$ and it ended only at $\tau = 0.425$. To further investigate the kinematic differences during the rapid valve closure, a nondimensional rapid valve closing speed ($RVCS$) was calculated as the ratio of the $r$GOA to the $RVCT$

$$RVCS = \frac{\sqrt{rGOA_{rect}}}{RVCT},$$

where $rGOA_{rect}$ is the relative GOA at the beginning of rapid valve closure (square root taken to convert area to length scale), and $RVCT$ is the dimensionless rapid valve closing time. $RVCS$ can be interpreted as average nondimensional closing speed of the valve. EINT had the lowest RVCS of 9.09 (0.38), followed by TFUR with 11.84 (2.40). RVCS of MADV was 24.00 (2.29), which is twice as high as that of TFUR. This corresponds directly to the $r$GOA of MADV exhibiting the highest gradients.

**Bioprosthesis Leaflet Fluttering**

A closer analysis of the fluttering of the EINT leaflets as observed in the $r$GOA revealed a flapping frequency of $f = 36$ Hz with a maximum amplitude of $A = 2.2$ mm (Figure 8). Here, not all leaflets were equally prone to fluttering, with one leaflet usually showing stronger fluttering than the other two. This is likely because of slight differences in the clamping of the flexible stent frame in the aortic root or small mechanical differences between the individual leaflets.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t [ms]</th>
<th>MADV</th>
<th>TFUR</th>
<th>EINT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image11.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image12.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td><img src="image13.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image14.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image15.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td><img src="image16.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image17.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image18.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td><img src="image19.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image20.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image21.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.** Qualitative comparison of the opening phase. All valves behaved alike. EINT, Edwards INTUITY; MADV, Medtronic ADVANTAGE; TFUR, Lapeyre-Triflo FURTIVA.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t [ms]</th>
<th>MADV</th>
<th>TFUR</th>
<th>EINT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315</td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image11.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image12.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td><img src="image13.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image14.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image15.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345</td>
<td><img src="image16.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image17.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image18.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td><img src="image19.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image20.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image21.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6.** Qualitative comparison of the closing phase. Edwards INTUITY (EINT) and Lapeyre-Triflo FURTIVA (TFUR) closed early and slowly. Medtronic ADVANTAGE (MADV) closed later and more abruptly.
Individual Leaflet Kinematics: Mechanical Valves

Figure 9 depicts a representative example of the leaflet opening angles and the leaflet tip velocities of the individual leaflets of TFUR and MADV (statistical results are given in Table 2, Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/ASAIO/A184). The onset of opening was nearly identical at $\tau = 0.036$. Full valve opening was achieved at $\tau = 0.061$ for MADV and $\tau = 0.058$ for TFUR, which translates to opening times of 20.0 and 18.5 ms, respectively. The maximum opening velocity at the leaflet tips was 0.66 m/s for MADV and 0.77 m/s for TFUR for all leaflets. Leaflet 1 of TFUR closed by approximately 5 degrees at $\tau = 0.1$, shortly after initial valve opening, whereas leaflets 2 and 3 remained in their fully open position. Rapid valve closure of TFUR started at $\tau = 0.32$ when all three leaflets closed continuously with maximum tip velocities of approximately 0.39 m/s. The closing phase of TFUR showed more variance with respect to the onset of leaflet motion of the individual leaflets than the opening phase. Leaflet 1 started closing considerably earlier than leaflets 2 and 3. However, this did not affect the maximum leaflet tip velocities. The leaflet kinematics of MADV was very synchronous. After initial opening, the leaflets remained in the fully open position until the onset of valve closure at $\tau = 0.39$. Both leaflets closed synchronously with maximum tip velocities of approximately 0.83 m/s. No leaflet rebound was observed for any of the tested valves.

Individual Leaflet Kinematics: Bioprosthetic Valve

Figure 10 depicts the leaflet kinematics of EINT at several instances during the cardiac cycle as indicated in the top panel. EINT opened synchronously starting at $\tau = 0.035$ and ending at $\tau = 0.053$, resulting in an opening time of 15 ms. The maximum leaflet velocity was achieved during mid-opening at $\tau = 0.048$. Here, the leaflets could reach a maximum local velocity of 2.03 m/s (Figure 10C). This was also where the leaflets experienced the strongest bending during opening. The leaflet motion decelerated toward the end of valve opening (Figure 10, D–E). The rapid closure was more asynchronous starting at $\tau = 0.298$ and ending at $\tau = 0.397$. The maximum local leaflet velocity during closure was approximately 0.37 m/s (statistical results for maximum opening and closing velocity are given in Table 2, Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/ASAIO/A184). Leaflets 2 and 3 started closing first together with an inward bending of the leaflets (Figure 10, G–J). There was a short moment of stagnating leaflet motion (Figure 10K) before leaflet 1 closed fully (panel l). The local leaflet velocities were usually highest in the center of each leaflet, whereas the leaflet velocities were lowest close to the stent ring struts. Magnitudes and instances of the maximum local leaflet velocity for each leaflet, together with the average leaflet velocity at that instance, are indicated in Figure 9.

Reproducibility of the Results

The reproducibility of the presented results was assessed by calculating the median deviation of the maximum leaflet velocities during opening and closure from their median value for each valve. This metric can be understood as the spread of the individual measurements about their median where lower values correspond to better reproducibility. The measurements for TFUR had a median deviation of 3.0%. MADV and EINT had a median deviation of 6.3% and 7.4%, respectively. The obtained values indicate good reproducibility of the given
maximum leaflet velocities, with variations between individual measurements well below 10%.

**Discussion**

The analysis of rGOA and the individual leaflet kinematics indicates that mechanical AVs reveal their most significant kinematic differences in the closing phase, which is most likely because of the generation of different flow fields in the aortic root, leading to different pressure fields acting on the leaflets. The opening phase, on the other hand, proved to be very similar for MADV and TFUR. EINT opened faster than the mechanical valves (as indicated by the opening times and the leaflet velocities), which may result in decreased flow resistance (and thereby a reduced pressure gradient) during early systole.

The slightly asynchronous motion of the TFUR may result from the orientation of the valve with respect to the direction of gravity, which acts on leaflet 1 in the closing direction, but in the opening direction for leaflets 2 and 3. Therefore, leaflet 1 closed slightly and had a lower opening angle throughout systole. This effect was confirmed by changing the orientation of TFUR, such that leaflets 2 or 3 were in the top position with respect to gravity, resulting in a slight closing of leaflet 2 (or 3, respectively) just after opening. Similar behavior was previously reported. The more synchronous behavior of the MADV can be partly attributed to the orientation of the valve where both leaflets were equally influenced by gravity. The asynchronous leaflet closure of EINT is frequently observed in experimental studies and may originate from local differences in the clamping of the flexible stent frame or slight mechanical differences between the leaflets, as was hypothesized for the asymmetrical leaflet fluttering.

Early and smooth closure of AV prostheses reduces the closing volume and lowers the risk of a high-velocity regurgitant jet, which can create high levels of shear stress in the blood. EINT and TFUR showed early and smooth closure, and therefore, a lower closing volume and hemodynamic benefits compared with MADV are expected.

Rapid valve closure is the most critical phase with respect to mechanical leaflet stress. A prolonged RVCT gives more time for valve closure with reduced leaflet velocity and reduced RVCS. EINT showed the longest RVCT, followed by TFUR and MADV (see Table 1, Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/ASAIO/A183). Consequently, the leaflet tip velocities during rapid valve closure were considerably higher for MADV than those for TFUR and EINT. Therefore, higher mechanical loads on the leaflets of MADV and an increased risk of cavitation are expected compared with TFUR and EINT. This is well reflected in the nondimensional RVCS, penalizing abruptly closing valves.

The values for RVCT are generally in good agreement with previous experimental work. However, the values

---

**Figure 9.** Opening angle and leaflet kinematics of Lapeyre-Triflo FURTIVA (TFUR) and Medtronic ADVANTAGE (MADV). Maximum in-plane leaflet velocity of Edwards INTUITY (EINT). MADV closed later than EINT and TFUR with increased leaflet tip velocity.
Figure 10. Individual leaflet kinematics of Edwards INTUITY (EINT) during opening (A–E) and closure (F–I). Maximum leaflet velocity during opening exceeded closing velocity by a factor of five.
given in the literature can vary strongly among different studies because of differences in the experimental setups, making it difficult to quantitatively compare results.

The leaflet fluttering of bioprosthetic valves may contribute to the limited durability of these valves because it introduces additional mechanical load cycles on the leaflets during systole because of the repeated bending of the leaflet material in addition to the forces experienced during opening and closure.

**Limitations**

The main limitation of the presented technique lies in the ability of the *in vitro* setup to replicate the *in vivo* situation. While providing a controlled measurement environment, factors such as intercycle variability and the full biomechanical interaction of the valve with the surrounding tissue are not included. However, as the main focus of this study lies in the comparison of various AV designs under the same measurement conditions, this will not compromise the presented results. Additionally, it cannot be excluded that some effects seen in this study may be unique to the flow loop used and may not appear to the same degree in the human body. The analysis of the individual leaflet kinematics of EINT was limited to the dominant in-plane velocity component. This is to be taken as a lower bound for the true leaflet velocity. Resolving the full 3D motion of the leaflets was not possible with the current technique because of the complex leaflet motion of bioprosthetic valves. Resolving the 3D leaflet motion would require 3D imaging and subsequent surface reconstruction. This was beyond the scope of this work and may be topic of future investigations.

**Conclusion**

The use of an identical experimental setup allowed to directly compare three different aortic prostheses. A strong similarity in the kinematics between EINT and TFUR was found qualitatively and quantitatively. The kinematic differences between the two mechanical valves (TFUR and MADV) were significant. Although showing only small deviations during valve opening, the onset of valve closure was considerably earlier for all leaflets of TFUR compared with MADV. RVCS was used as a metric for characterizing rapid valve closure. The maximum leaflet tip velocities of MADV (0.83 m/s) were significantly higher than those of TFUR (0.39 m/s) and those of EINT (0.37 m/s) during closure. During opening, the opposite situation was found with EINT (2.03 m/s), showing significantly higher leaflet velocities than MADV (0.66 m/s) and TFUR (0.77 m/s). Early and smooth valve closure may indicate hemodynamic benefits of TFUR over MADV, whereas the rapid opening of EINT suggests hemodynamic benefits over the mechanical valves. The presented technique proved to be a valuable addition to the common measures and is able to yield more detailed information about the kinematics of AVs. In summary, bioprosthetic valves, such as EINT, appear to still exhibit the best kinematics among today's AV prostheses, but newly emerging mechanical heart valve designs seem to be closing the gap.
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